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BEC bonus room 
The fourth-floor shower room – you know there’s a shower 
up there, right? – now has a bonus for cyclists and walkers! 
CSSI hired Facilities Management to install a clothing rail in 
the anteroom so anyone who works in the Business and 
Economics Building (you need an Exterior key to get into the 
room) can hang up wet rain gear during the day. There are 
also trays on the floor for wet shoes and boots so they don’t 
have to crouch, seeping, under your desk all day. 
 

Low-Carbon Culture 
One of Gustavson’s goals is to continually, continuously 
reduce our carbon footprint. Our big composting and 
recycling program is one obvious part of that. Less visible, but 
just as crucial, are our unsung individual acts. CSSI’s free Low-
Carbon Culture Helplist, available via our website, is full of 
tips and hints to help you subvert climate change in your own 
ways. Tick off the actions you already do; get some ideas and 
tackle a few new ones.  
And please tell your friends about it, too. This is one of those 
things, like love, that gets bigger the more it’s shared. 
 

Cutting carbon instead of falling firs 
UVic Printing Services has officially switched to using wheat 
paper, which produces 40% less carbon emissions than 
traditional wood papers. Compared to conventional paper, 
one box of paper conserves an entire tree, which means 
Printing Services will conserve 600 trees per year! Find out 
more from the Printing Services website. 
 

Today’s tip-of-the-iceberg 
The Guardian is like a river of business information that has 
been fed by dozens of tributaries and then splits into a delta 
of diverse streams. 
Just a few of the 17 (!) sustainability-related hubs:  

• Children’s rights and business 
• Finance 
• International 
• Supply chain 
• Technology and Innovation 

@GuardianSustBiz 

Join our mailing list. Leave our mailing list.  
Ask a question. Share a great idea. 

cssi@uvic.ca 

@CSSIRachel 
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More sustainability news every week 
UVic’s Office of Campus Planning and Sustainability 
produces a weekly round-up of UVic and Victoria 
sustainability news and events. Just two of the 
items in Monday’s edition were this article in the 
Globe and Mail about Canadian premiers 
endorsing action on climate change, and notice of 
the Sept 7 outrageously fun Chef (and Firefighter) 
Survival Challenge obstacle race to raise awareness 
about food production and farmland. There’s a 
sign-up button on the OCPS website if you’d like to 
score your own copy every Monday. 
 

Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions hosts  
George Marshall 

James Hansen, the former director of NASA’s 
Goddard Institute for Space Studies, likes it. So do 
Bill Nye (the Science Guy), and Canadian author 
Naomi Klein.  
Don’t Even Think About It: Why Our Brains Are 
Wired To Ignore Climate Change examines the 
psychology of climate change denial, with a little 
help from Nobel Prize-winning psychologists, Tea 
Party activists, leading climate scientists and their 
critics….  
Author George Marshall will give a free public talk 
at UVic on Tues, Sept 9, from 3-4 pm. Live webcast 
and more details via PICS website. 
Marshall, who writes for The New Statesman, The 
Guardian, and New Scientist, will also be giving 
talks in other BC, US and international spots 
through the fall. 
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